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The heart is a multiphysics and multiscale system that has driven the development of the
most sophisticated mathematical models at the frontiers of computational physiology and
medicine.This review focuses on electromechanical (EM) models of the heart from the mol-
ecular level of myofilaments to anatomical models of the organ. Because of the coupling in
terms of function and emergent behaviors at each level of biological hierarchy, separation
of behaviors at a given scale is difficult. Here, a separation is drawn at the cell level so that
the first half addresses subcellular/single-cell models and the second half addresses organ
models. At the subcellular level, myofilament models represent actin–myosin interaction
and Ca-based activation. The discussion of specific models emphasizes the roles of coop-
erative mechanisms and sarcomere length dependence of contraction force, considered
to be the cellular basis of the Frank–Starling law. A model of electrophysiology and Ca
handling can be coupled to a myofilament model to produce an EM cell model, and repre-
sentative examples are summarized to provide an overview of the progression of the field.
The second half of the review covers organ-level models that require solution of the elec-
trical component as a reaction–diffusion system and the mechanical component, in which
active tension generated by the myocytes produces deformation of the organ as described
by the equations of continuum mechanics. As outlined in the review, different organ-level
models have chosen to use different ionic and myofilament models depending on the spe-
cific application; this choice has been largely dictated by compromises between model
complexity and computational tractability. The review also addresses application areas of
EM models such as cardiac resynchronization therapy and the role of mechano-electric
coupling in arrhythmias and defibrillation.
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INTRODUCTION
The myocardium is inherently multiscale in that microscopic
events at the subcellular level generate emergent properties at the
macroscopic tissue level. In fact, many phenomena at the whole-
heart level can be correlated with similar behaviors in myocytes or
isolated muscle [e.g., interval–force relations (Wier and Yue, 1986),
dynamic elastance behaviors (Campbell et al., 1993), inotropic
effects of ejection (De Tombe and Little, 1994)]. In the first part
of this review article, we discuss efforts to model the actin–myosin
interactions and Ca-based activation events in cardiac myofila-
ments and single cells. The main focus is on models that are
amenable to be extended to multiscale and then to organ cardiac
models. However, some foundational models are discussed even
if not directly applicable to organ-level cardiac models. To segre-
gate the material, the methods to represent actin–myosin cycling
are discussed first. The subsequent section describes Ca-based
activation alone, although this segregation from actin–myosin
cycling is simplistic given the close coupling between systems.
Next, we discuss models of actin–myosin and Ca-based activa-
tion that are referred to as myofilament (MF) models. Finally, a
coupling of a MF model with a cellular reconstruction of elec-
trophysiology and Ca handling (termed EP cell models) forms an

electromechanical (EM) cell model. Representative examples of
existing EM cell models are described to illustrate state-of-the-art
approaches.

The second half of the paper describes multiscale cardiac
electromechanical modeling at the organ (ventricular) level,
emphasizing the myofilament and single-cell EM models used in
the organ-level models. Our choice to limit the scope of the mul-
tiscale modeling discussion to ventricular models only stems from
our desire to also present the state-or-the-art in organ model-
ing. Multiscale EM modeling at the organ-level requires solution
of coupled electrical and mechanical components. The electrical
component simulates the propagation of a wave of transmem-
brane potential by solving a reaction–diffusion system. For the
mechanical component, active tension generated by the myocytes
is used to compute the deformation of the organ, as described by
continuum mechanics. Solution typically involves the use of the
finite element methods so that the governing equations are thus
solved on a spatially discretized version of the heart volume, i.e.,
on the computational mesh. The properties of individual elements
derive from the EM cell models discussed in the first part of this
review. The multiscale nature of the system may produce prop-
erties at the organ level that may or may not translate from the
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cellular level in a straightforward way. Organ-level models require
additional complexity in both the problem definition (i.e., rep-
resentation of the complex anatomy of the ventricles) and the
computational methods. For example, reentrant arrhythmias at
the organ level are complex emergent behaviors that can not be
simply extrapolated from the cellular level behaviors. The second
half of this review covers the current use of models to understand
complex problems such as mechano-electric feedback and cardiac
resynchronization therapy (CRT) in heart failure.

MODELING FROM MYOFILAMENT TO CELL
GENERAL APPROACH
Myofilaments have been a very difficult system to model because of
controversies over the fundamental biophysical mechanisms and
the appropriate mathematical representations. In brief, there is no
consensus as to the correct method to mathematically represent
actin–myosin interactions. In Ca-based activation, the myofila-
ments exhibit high sensitivity to activator Ca that is thought to
arise from one or more cooperative interactions at the molecu-
lar level. An additional level of complexity arises because actin–
myosin interactions and Ca-based activation are coupled in a com-
plicated feedforward and feedback system. The feedforward is that
Ca-binding produces an allosteric shift of troponin/tropomyosin
on the thin filament to allow actin–myosin interactions (known as
the steric hindrance model). However, feedback occurs as bound
crossbridges (XBs) are also thought to produce a steric shift of tro-
ponin/tropomyosin on the thin filament that is independent of Ca
activation (see discussion in Rice et al., 1999). Hence, the Ca-based
activation cannot be considered as a simple switch that controls
XB cycling; the system is more coupled and interdependent.

For computational efficiency, most current models are sim-
plified and attempt to use lumped-parameter or mean-field
approaches, two methods that are well known in biological math-
ematical modeling and simulation. In these approaches, a single
scalar is used to represent properties of large populations of pro-
teins, and the model does not track individual proteins. Hence,
such approaches typically consider mean behavior as representing
the population, a construct that greatly increases the compu-
tational efficiency of the model. That is, lumped-parameter or
mean-field approaches can be computed with ordinary differen-
tial equations (ODE) that are similar to the governing equations
for electrophysiology and Ca handling in most single-cell recon-
structions of the action potential. Hence, the coupling of the latter
models to an ODE-based myofilaments model produces a logical
building block for tissue-based models that are discussed in the
second half of the review.

Modeling crossbridge cycling
The earliest and arguably the most influential work is the model
of Huxley (1957). The model, as originally described, is rela-
tively simple and contains only two states for the XBs, attached
and detached (see Figure 1A). The rate constants for attach-
ment and detachment of the XB are assumed to be functions of
the relative position of the actin-binding site to the equilibrium
position of the nearest XB (see Figure 1C). The attachment rate
is a linearly increasing function for positive distortions up to a
limit of h. Hence, strong-bound XBs tend to attach with positive

FIGURE 1 | Models of crossbridge attachment and definition of

distortion. (A) A two-state model of XB cycling in which the upper state is
assumed to be either detached or weakly bound (state 1), while the lower
state is attached or strongly bound (state 2). The schematic descriptions
show a functional unit with troponin/tropomyosin, associated seven actin
units, and one nearby XB (see text for details). (B) A three-state model of
XB cycling in which state 1 corresponds to detached/weakly bound, state 2
represents strongly bound and pre-rotated, and state 3 represents strongly
bound and post-rotated. The transition rates between states are
bidirectional, except for the transition rate gXB between state 3 and 1 that
correspond to the release of ADP and the binding of ATP, so that reverse
rate is essentially zero. (C) Schematic diagram shows examples of
crossbridge distortion values. The myosin heads are assumed to bind to
actin sites and generate force that is directly proportional to the distortion
defined as the distance from the equilibrium position to the actin site in the
direction parallel to the filaments (the example shows X 2 > X 3 > X 1).
Muscle shortening causes motions of the thick and thin filaments that are
shown by the gray arrows, such that distortion values decrease with time
(i.e., dX n/dt < 0 for n = 1, 2, 3, etc.).

distortions that generate positive force (see X 2 case in Figure 1C).
The detachment rates have uniformly large values for negative
distortions. The construction produces a mechanism in which the
myosin tends to attach with a positive distortion that generates a
positive force. If active shortening occurs, then the attached XB
can become negatively strained and contribute a negative force
(see X 1 case in Figure 1C). The XBs tend to detach quickly, as
the detachment rate is large for negative strains. The force of an
attached XB is assumed to be a linear function of the distortion
from the equilibrium position; hence, the attached XB acts like
a simple spring. This assumption of attached XBs acting as ideal
springs is carried over to essentially all later models.

A critical feature of the Huxley model is that the population of
attached XBs is computed as a function of strain (the distortion of
the XB from its equilibrium position). Specifically, a probability
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density function (PDF) is computed that describes the fraction of
attached XBs as a function of strain [the term PDF (strain = x)
in Eq. 1 below]. The computation of the PDF requires the solu-
tion of a partial differential equation (PDE) in the general case.
Specifically, in a spatially explicit model, the active force (F active)
is proportional to the expected value of the force of attached XBs
(〈F XB〉) that is expressed as

Factive ∝ 〈FXB〉 =
∫

kXB · x · PDF(strain = x)dx (1)

where the first two terms in the integral represent the force of an
attached XB as a linear spring constant kXB multiplied by the dis-
tortion x. The third term is the PDF of an attached strongly bound
XB with distortion x. The fractional occupancy of the strongly
bound states for a given distortion x is computed as an interplay
of two features: (1) attachment and detachment at given x, and
(2) the gain and loss of strongly bound XBs at a given x as the
muscle shortens or lengthens. That is, the distortion of strongly
bound XBs will decrease with time if the muscle is shortening and
will increase with time if the muscle is lengthening. This formal-
ism is derived from the classic modeling work of Huxley (1957)
and is used in more contemporary models with explicit spatial
representations requiring the solution of PDEs (Wong, 1971; Pate
and Cooke, 1986; Smith, 2003).

The main findings of the Huxley model are that increasing con-
traction velocities decrease force by both decreasing the fraction of
attached XBs and decreasing the average distortion of the attached
XBs. The combination of these effects can explain both the hyper-
bolic shape of the force–velocity curves and the “shortening heat,”
i.e., the increase in ATP usage during active contraction. While
the model provides the biophysical basis to understand certain
complex muscle behaviors, other phenomena are not well repro-
duced. For example, the model shows increased ATPase rates for
active stretching because it assumes that XBs always detach via an
ATP-consuming step. In contrast, in real muscle, increased ATPase
activity makes little sense given that work is being performed on
the muscle, not by the muscle, in active stretching. As another
example, the model fails to predict the force transients following
a rapid length change observed in experiments (Ford et al., 1977).
However, more realistic behaviors are found with later models
incorporating additional attachment states and complex cycling
schemes (Slawnych et al., 1994; Negroni and Lascano, 2008).

Despite the high level of abstraction, the two-state XB model
continues to be used in models of the myofilaments, often with
modifications to represent more complex phenomena. For exam-
ple, the Landesberg–Sideman (LS) model (Landesberg and Side-
man, 1994b) and later derivatives represent XBs by a two-states
model that is essentially similar to that formulated by Brenner
(1988) to represent the psoas muscle. Note that instead of detached
and attached as in earlier models, the assumed states are “weakly”
and “strongly bound.” In most models, weakly bound refers to a
transient, electrostatic binding that is thought to precede the force-
generating strongly bound state (Eisenberg and Hill, 1985). Weakly
bound or completely detached are assumed to be equivalent in not
generating force. In this model, the developed force is proportional
to the fraction of strongly bound XBs under isometric conditions.
Hence on average, each attached XB generates equivalent force.

For other than isometric conditions, the shortening or length-
ening of muscle is assumed to change the average distortion of XBs.
As a phenomenological approximation, the developed force is a
viscosity-like function of velocity in several models, including the
LS and Negroni–Lascano (NS; Negroni and Lascano, 1996). Justi-
fication for this approximation comes from the work of de Tombe
and ter Keurs (1992) who showed the viscous-like behavior to be
a prediction of the Huxley model under conditions of constant
shortening velocity. Velocity is also assumed to affect the detach-
ment rate of the XBs so that greater rates of shortening lead to
enhanced transitions from strongly to weakly bound states, result-
ing in both decreased force and increased ATPase activity. These
behaviors are consistent with the increased ATPase rate during
active shortening, a phenomenon termed the Fenn effect (Fenn,
1924). The Fenn effect has been described for skeletal muscle but
has yet to be definitively confirmed in cardiac muscle (Hisano and
Cooper, 1987) and may even reverse for low Ca activation levels
(Stienen et al., 1993). Some myofilaments models (e.g., Landes-
berg and Sideman, 1999) have included the Fenn effect as model
validation; however, the lack of experimental confirmation renders
these simulation results as speculative rather than positive model
validations at this time.

Work by Campbell, Razumova, and co-workers (Razumova
et al., 1999; Campbell et al., 2001a,b) proposed a kinetic model
of the XB cycle (see Figure 1B) that has three states: weakly
bound (equivalent to detached); strongly bound but pre-force
(pre-rotation of the myosin head); and strongly bound and force
(post-rotation of the myosin head). This simplified three-state
model, referred to here as the CRC model, retains enough machin-
ery to recapitulate many measured phenomena, including force–
velocity relations, small step and harmonic responses (Razumova
et al., 1999), and twitches (Campbell et al., 2001a). Unlike the
two-state XB scheme of the Huxley model and its derivatives, the
presence of force and pre-force states allows for separate calcula-
tions of force and stiffness. Also the system can relax back from
the force-generating state to the relaxed state via reversible reac-
tions that do not require ATP hydrolysis and hence can reduce
net ATP consumption. In contrast, two-state XB models always
require ATP hydrolysis to relax from the force-generating state,
resulting in unrealistically large ATPase turnover at physiological
rates (see discussion in Rice et al., 1999).

On the other hand, with only three states and a small num-
ber of transition rates, the CRC model lacks direct mapping of
model states to biochemical states as in more complex models
such as the seven-state model of Pate and Cooke (1986). Hence, the
model generally lacks the versatility and the extensibility to pro-
vide insights into experimental results with manipulations such
as the use of caged compounds or modified analogs of ATP. How-
ever, the work of Pate and Cooke (1986) and similar models come
at the expense of requiring the solution of a system of PDEs.

Modeling calcium-based activation
In the steric hindrance model, activation is controlled by an
allosteric shift of troponin/tropomyosin on the thin filament to
allow actin–myosin interactions. Troponin (Tn) is a three subunit
complex of troponin C (TnC), troponin I (TnI), and troponin T
(TnT) (see Figure 2A). The TnC subunit can bind Ca at two high
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affinity sites on the C terminus and one low affinity site on the
N terminus that has the regulatory function. The binding of Ca
to the N terminus of TnC induces TnI to move by as much as
1.5 nm from its diastolic blocking state (tightly bound to actin) to
its systolic state (tightly bound to TnC). The altered locations of
TnC and TnI are thought to shift tropomyosin (Tm) to the systolic
position via the intermediary TnT that is thought to contact all the
other proteins (TnC, TnI, and Tm; Solaro and Rarick, 1998). Tm
is a double-stranded α-helical protein that winds around the actin
backbone, spanning seven subunits (see Figure 2A). Importantly,
the Tm units connect end-to-end by an overlap of 5–10 residues,
and TnI potentially bridges the overlap of the two adjacent Tms
(Solaro and Rarick, 1998). The two separate 1-D lattices of Tms
sit in the grooves of the two-stranded helical backbone of actin in
the thin filaments. The most simplistic interpretation of the steric
hindrance model assumes that the diastolic states of Tn/Tm com-
pletely block binding of myosin. However, considerable evidence
points to weak binding of XBs with Tn/Tm in the diastolic states,
a feature that could allow the thin filament to sense the number of
nearby myosin heads before the strong-binding, force-generating
states (Chalovich et al., 1981). This feature has implications for
sensing muscle length (see Modeling Length Sensitivity).

Despite the complexity of such nearest-neighbor connections,
the typical myofilaments model is constructed around a formal-
ism of discrete elements called a functional unit (FU). Each FU is
composed of a Tn/Tm, spanning seven actin units, and one nearby
XB (see Figure 2B). The Tn/Tm is often termed a regulatory unit
(RU) as this complex can bind Ca and control the XB binding
on the associated region of actin. Hence, each FU is composed of
1 RU, the associated actin, and 1 nearby XB. The 1 XB is roughly
in line with experimental estimates of one to two myosin heads
in the seven actin span of an FU (Gordon et al., 2000), although
up to four myosin heads may be structurally possible (Lehman
et al., 2001). Note that an FU is considered permissive if XBs can
attach and cycle, regardless of the Ca-bound state of TnC in a loose
coupling model.

While the steric hindrance model is generally accepted, the
underlying biophysical mechanisms are both complex and contro-
versial. Experimental characterizations show that cardiac muscle
is highly sensitive to Ca with a Hill coefficient of approximately 7
(see Figure 2C, reprinted from Dobesh et al., 2002). In contrast,
the single regulatory Ca-binding site on troponin predicts a Hill
coefficient of 1 assuming that each bound Ca ion activates a single
FU. The observed high cooperativity is generally attributed to the
action of one or a combination of three mechanisms (Rice et al.,
1999) as outlined below using the nomenclature of Razumova et al.
(1999):

XB–RU interactions – cycling XBs have been shown to increase
the Ca affinity of troponin (Guth and Potter, 1987; Swartz and
Moss, 1992). In most models, the change in affinity (as illustrated
in Figure 2B) results from an assumed change in the rate of Ca
release from troponin that is a decreasing function of attached
XBs. A complication is that the Ca affinity may increase to a
different extent for a permissive RU without an XB attached ver-
sus a permissive with an XB attached. However, most models do
not make such a distinction. Note that a strongly bound XB is
assumed to hold the RU in a permissive conformation. When

this assumption is coupled with the assumption that Ca is tightly
bound to an activated RU, then another form of XB–RU cooper-
ativity is possible. That is, tightly bound XBs increase effective Ca
affinity by holding the RU in a permissive state (e.g., Schneider
et al., 2006).

RU–RU interactions – cooperative interactions are generally
thought to arise from nearest-neighbor RUs along the thin fil-
aments. Models assume a spring-like connection between RUs
(as represented by the red connections in Figure 2B) that get
stretched when neighbors exist in different permissive states. The
stretching of the springs requires energy, so that the preferred
conformations have neighbors in similar states, e.g., the first three
RUs are all permissive and the last three are all non-permissive.

XB–XB interactions – many cooperative interactions have been
proposed between neighboring XBs, but the discussion here is
limited to a few general classes. For example, rigor-bound S1
myosin heads show cooperative binding to regulated actin, i.e.,
the binding of one S1 head increases the binding rate of neigh-
boring heads (Bremel and Weber, 1972; Trybus and Taylor, 1980).
This type of cooperativity may be a secondary effect from the RUs
that is, the binding of one XB holds the RU in a permissive con-
formation to promote binding of a nearby XB. In fact, a bound
XB appears to hold the tropomyosin in a more lateral position
than that produced by Ca-binding alone (Craig and Lehman,
2001), a feature that may further facilitate binding of neighbor-
ing XBs. However, an important question arises as to whether
XB–XB interactions are produced by multiple XBs binding under
a singe RU. Alternatively, the interactions between neighboring
XBs could be mediated by activation across neighboring RUs,
and hence XB–XB cooperativity could be a secondary manifesta-
tion of RU–RU cooperativity. Finally, some XB–XB interactions
are thought to occur as a result of compliance in the thick
and thin filaments. Specifically, binding of the first XB is pos-
tulated to increase the binding of neighboring XBs by pulling
binding sites on actin into register with myosin heads that have
an inherently different characteristic distance in their repeating
structure.

Modeling length sensitivity
A second controversy, closely related to cooperativity, is the length
sensitivity of cardiac muscle. Here, length refers to the sarcom-
ere length (SL), which is the distance between the Z-disks. As the
muscle lengthens, the Ca concentration producing half activation
(known as Ca50) decreases so that more force is generated for a
given intracellular Ca transient (Dobesh et al., 2002). This behav-
ior is thought to be the cellular basis of the Frank–Starling law of
the heart. Cardiac muscle shows a Hill coefficient of approximately
7 when measured with a feedback control on SL (Dobesh et al.,
2002). Without SL control, the Hill coefficient would be of lower
value because the onset of active force can produce a shortening
of the center region of the muscle and a decrease in both SL and
apparent cooperativity (see discussion in Rice et al., 2008b).

In the force–Ca relations in Figure 2C, SL modulates two main
attributes, plateau force and Ca sensitivity. Plateau force refers to
the maximum force at high Ca at any given SL. Because the high
Ca is assumed to fully activate RUs, the change in plateau force is
not attributed to Ca-based activation effects. Instead, the changes
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FIGURE 2 | Proteins in Ca-based activation and cooperative

mechanism. (A) The illustration shows the key proteins in muscle
contraction in the rest (above) and the activated (below) positions.
A myosin head (S1, blue) with light chain 1 (LC1, red) and light chain 2 (LC2) is
shown in two positions, detached (above) and bound (below). Actin (black)
forms a two-stranded helix that is the backbone of the thin filament. A
tropomyosin unit (gray) is a two-stranded helix that spans seven actin units
and connects in an end-to-end fashion with its two neighbors. Troponin is a
complex of three proteins: TnC, TnI, and TnT. As shown in the lower panel
below, with binding of Ca to the regulatory site on TnC, TnI rotates to change
TnT and troponin to a permissive position that allows myosin to bind. (Figure
modified from illustration provided by J. Solaro in Bers, 2001, with
permission.) (B) The figure schematically illustrates three putative cooperative
mechanisms: XB–RU shows that the binding of an XB increases the affinity of

the associated RU; RU–RU shows that RU units are connected (red link) that
promotes similarity with the two neighbors; and XB–XB shows that a bound
XB increases the binding rate of a neighboring XB. (C) Figure shows the SL
dependence of isometric responses. Left panel : average force–Ca2+

relationships (pooled data, skinned rat cardiac trabeculae, n = 10) at five SLs;
data are fitted to a Hill relationship. The level of cooperativity, assessed by the
Hill coefficient, is essentially not affected by SL (from Dobesh et al., 2002,
with permission). Right panel : effect of SL on force during twitches. Different
traces show normalized different SLs (in micrometers) as indicated in key.
Force is normalized so that maximal force corresponds to a value of 1.0. As SL
increases, the peak force increases, while the time to peak is mostly
constant. In additions, the relaxation phase is slowed so that the total twitch
duration is an increasing function of SL. (from Janssen and Hunter, 1995, with
permission).

in plateau force are most likely the result of altered number of XBs
that can be recruited as a result of sarcomere geometry, in that
SL changes the overlap of thick and thin filaments. More specif-
ically, cardiac muscle operates in the range of SLs from about
1.7 to 2.3 μm that corresponds mostly to the rising phase of the
force–SL relationship. In this region, the active force is assumed
to correspond to the “single overlap” region of thick and thin fil-
aments where XBs can be effectively recruited to generate force.
This mechanism for controlling plateau force was first used in the
LS model (Landesberg and Sideman, 1994a,b). Similar constructs
are used in many later models by other groups (e.g., Rice et al.,
2008b), although some have used an extension ratio instead of
an explicit representations of SL (e.g. Izakov et al., 1991; Hunter
et al., 1998; Niederer et al., 2006). The extension ratio construct
provides length-dependent mechanisms in a model without
having to define exact sarcomere-based mechanisms.

Note, however, that the classic data on force–SL relationship as
reported by Gordon et al. (1966) shows a rising phase up to only
2.0 μm, and in fact, by 2.3 μm, the active force should be decreas-
ing. This discrepancy has been noted previously (Rice et al., 1999;
Rice and De Tombe, 2004), and hence the LS and subsequent mod-
els assume that the lengths of thick and thin filaments in cardiac
muscle are different than those commonly attributed to skeletal
muscle. While there is yet to be anatomical confirmation of sys-
tematically different filament lengths in cardiac muscle, there are
some reports of a greater variability in thin filament lengths in
cardiac compared to skeletal muscle (Robinson and Winegrad,
1977). The greater variability may result from a lack of nebulin
that acts like a template for the thin filament in skeletal muscle.
While the anatomical evidence may be lacking, the observation
that force (Weiwad et al., 2000) and the ATPase rate of maximally
activated cardiac muscle are linear functions of the change in SL
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up to 2.3 μm (Wannenburg et al., 2000) is strongly suggestive
of a simple linear relationship between SL and the number of
recruitable XBs.

An alternative hypothesis suggests that SL changes the lattice
spacing of the thick and thin filaments as a result of the isovolu-
metric properties of heart cells, i.e., longer SL produces a smaller
cross-section that compresses the lattice to bring thick and thin fil-
aments closer together (McDonald and Moss, 1995). This change
in actin and myosin lattice spacing then modulates the XB attach-
ment and/or detachment rates to change the developed force.
However, some recent estimates of myofilament lattice spacing
by synchrotron X-ray diffraction suggest that the changes in lat-
tice spacing occurring over the physiological range cannot account
for length-dependent changes in Ca sensitivity in cardiac muscle
(Konhilas et al., 2002). Using similar methods, other researchers
found that the fraction of weakly bound XBs is dependent on lat-
tice spacing (Fuchs and Wang, 1996). If one assumes a constant
rate of turnover from the weakly bound to the force-generating
strongly bound state, then this evidence supports a mechanism for
lattice spacing to modulate force. It should be noted that all the X-
ray diffraction studies cited above are somewhat unphysiological as
lattice spacing is measured under relaxed conditions that may not
correspond to activated conditions where attached XBs may also
modify the lattice spacing. The lattice spacing hypothesis could
also potentially explain the changes in plateau force at high Ca,
instead of the simple recruitment based on longitudinal filament
overlap as proposed above. More work will be required to better
quantify the effects of lattice spacing on activated, force-producing
muscle.

Besides lattice spacing, a few other possible mechanisms exist
that could account for the SL sensitivity. Some have suggested that
titin may play a role (Cazorla et al., 1999; Fukuda et al., 2001);
this protein is situated between the thick filament and the Z-disk
and hence its length is modulated by SL. Another possibility, as
described below, is that the SL-dependent Ca sensitivity may result
from the interplay of cooperative mechanisms as discussed above,
and the number of recruitable XBs, as set by length-dependent
sarcomere overlap (Rice and De Tombe, 2004; Rice et al., 2008b).
Early findings have indicated that the number of strongly bound
XBs, as modulated by SL, affect Ca sensitivity primarily via XB–RU
interactions (Akella et al., 1997). However, more recent evidence
has suggested that weakly bound rather than strongly bound XBs
may modulate Ca sensitivity, and hence, other cooperative mech-
anisms such as RU–RU interactions may play a more important
role than previously thought (Farman et al., 2010).

Isotonic versus auxotonic models
Model scope can be divided into isotonic and auxotonic. When
isometric, active force can be computed in a straightforward fash-
ion as the average force per XB multiplied by the number of
attached or strongly bound XBs. While isometric models appear
to have limited applicability, a large body of experimental data has
been collected under isometric conditions, and has shown impor-
tant emergent behaviors such as SL dependence. Hence, isometric
models can still provide insight into mechanism of complex behav-
iors (Izakov et al., 1991; Rice et al., 1999; Campbell et al., 2001a).
Auxotonic models have more general applicability, but there are

additional considerations. The general formalism is that active
force represents the sum total force contribution of the XBs. As
discussed earlier, calculation of force requires tracking both the
population of attached XBs and the corresponding distortions of
the attached XBs, either directly or as mean-field approximations.
Direct calculation (Eq. 1) requires the solution of PDEs, while
mean-field approximations can be solved with ODEs or algebraic
approaches with additional a priori assumptions.

In auxotonic models, time varying length alters both the active
and passive forces of cardiac muscle. The general formalism is
that the contractile element (CE) generates the active force com-
ponent. The CE represents the sum total contributions of all
XBs and, hence, encompasses the effects of Ca-based activation
and SL-dependent effects. In addition, most models include a
serial elastic (SE) element and a parallel elastic (PE) elements
(Fung, 1970; McMahon, 1984). In brief, the PE is parallel with
the CE, and the ensemble is in series with the SE. The SE
and PE contribute to passive force because a change in muscle
alters the extension of the elastic elements, thus the total mus-
cle force changes even in the absence of a contribution from the
CE (i.e., passive force is measured force in the absence of XBs).
The SE and PE are approximated to be simple, time-invariant
elastic elements, although experimental data shows more com-
plexity and time variation in passive force (de Tombe and ter
Keurs, 1992). In most modern interpretations, the PE is attrib-
uted to the force contribution of titin (Schneider et al., 2006; Rice
et al., 2008b).The SE generally represents a compliance that is an
artifact of the attachment methods to artificially hold the mus-
cle ends in experimental preparations (e.g., isolated muscle cells,
papillary muscle, and ventricular trabeculae). Hence, the SE is gen-
erally not needed when modeling intact muscle such as the whole
ventricle.

MYOFILAMENT MODELS
The discussion below examines a representative set of myofilament
(MF) models that illustrate the range of approaches in the field.
An exhaustive description of all existing models is not possible,
but the chosen models below are formative in that the approaches
are carried over to subsequent models by the same group or oth-
ers. Likewise, approaches are often carried over from isometric
to auxotonic and from myofilaments to singe cell EM models.
Here we consider single-cell EM models as a combination of an
electrophysiological cell representation with a MF model. The
discussion will focus on MF models with respect to the central
themes described above: XB cycling, cooperative mechanisms in
Ca-based activation and SL-dependent mechanisms. For now the
focus is MF models, although some references are also made to
derived EM models as the developments are often linked; a more
detailed description of EM models is given later in Section“Single-
Cell Electromechanical Models.” A summary of all the discussed
models is provided in Table 1.

The work of Izakov et al. (1991) is an early attempt to model
complex phenomena such as load-dependent relaxation, an effect
where SL length changes during a twitch will modify the rate
of relaxation (for review, see Brutsaert et al., 1980). The model
contains XB–RU and RU–RU cooperative interactions and rep-
resentation of the recruitment of XBs based on muscle length,
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Table 1 | Summary of myofilaments and singe cell EM models.

Model Scope/

species

XB states/Ca-based

activation states

Coop. mechs.

/SL dep.

Lineage: predecessor or influencing

models; successor or derived models

Huxley (1957) XB, ATP, isotonic/no species Two states (PDE)/N/A None Successor: Wong (1971), Pate and Cooke

(1986), de Tombe and ter Keurs (1992),

Landesberg and Sideman (1994a,b)), Smith

(2003)

Pate and Cooke

(1986)

XB, ATP, ADP and Pi,

isotonic/no species

Seven states (PDE)/N/A None Predecessor: Huxley (1957)

Hilgemann and

Noble (1987)

EM cell, isometric/rabbit

atrium

Two state (ODE)/two state

(ODE)

None

Izakov et al. (1991) MF, auxotonic/no species Two states (ODE,

viscosity-like)/four states

(ODE)

XB–RU RU–RU/SL

dep.

Predecessor: Katsnelson et al. (1990)/suc-

cessor: Solovyova et al. (2003)

Landesberg and

Sideman (1994b)

MF, auxotonic/no species Two states (ODE

viscosity-like)/two states

(ODE)

XB–RU/SL dep. Predecessor: Brenner (1988), de Tombe

and ter Keurs (1992), Landesberg and Side-

man (1994a)/Successor: Landesberg and

Sideman (1999), Rice et al. (1999), ter

Keurs et al. (2008)

Hunter et al. (1998) MF, auxotonic/no species Two state (Wiener-cascade

model)/four states (ODE)

XB–RU/SL dep. Predecessor: Ma and Zahalak (1991)/suc-

cessor: Niederer et al. (2006), Niederer and

Smith (2007)

Negroni and

Lascano (1996)

MF, auxotonic/no species Two state (ODE)/two state

(ODE)

XB–RU/SL dep. Predecessor: Huxley (1957)/successor:

Negroni and Lascano (1999), Matsuoka

et al. (2003), Matsuoka et al. (2004),

Negroni and Lascano (2008)

Rice et al. (1999) MF, isometric/no species Two to four state

(ODE)/four state (ODE)

XB–RU/RU–RU,

XB–XB/SL dep.

Predecessor: Landesberg and Sideman

(1994b)/successor: Rice et al. (2000), Rice

et al. (2008b)

Razumova et al.

(1999, 2000)

MF, auxotonic/no species Three state (ODE)/four

state (ODE)

XB–RU/RU–RU,

XB–XB

Successor: Campbell et al. (2001a,b), Rice

et al. (2008b)

Rice et al. (2000) EM cell, isometric/guinea pig Four state (ODE)/four state

(ODE)

XB–RU, RU–RU,

XB–XB/SL dep.

Predecessor: Rice et al. (1999)/successor:

Rice et al. (2008b)

Matsuoka et al.

(2003)

MF, auxotonic/guinea pig Two state (ODE)/two state

(ODE)

XB–RU/SL dep. Predecessor: Negroni and Lascano

(1999)/successor: Matsuoka et al. (2004)

Matsuoka et al.

(2004)

EM cell, auxotonic, ATP

prod./guinea pig

Two state (ODE)/two state

(ODE)

XB–RU/SL dep. Predecessor: Matsuoka et al. (2003)

Niederer et al.

(2006)

MF, auxotonic/no species Two state (Wiener-cascade

model)/four states (ODE)

XB–RU, RU–RU/SL

dep.

Predecessor: Hunter et al. (1998)/Succes-

sor: Niederer and Smith (2009)

Schneider et al.

(2006)

MF, isometric/guinea pig Four state ODE/four states

(ODE)

XB–RU/RU–RU

RU–XB–XB lattice

spacing/SL dep.

Predecessor: Matsuoka et al. (2003), Mat-

suoka et al. (2004) (designed to interface

to Kyoto model)

Cortassa et al.

(2006)

EM, isometric ATP

prod./guinea pig

Four state (ODE)/four state

(ODE)

XB–RU, RU–RU,

XB–XB/SL dep.

Predecessor: Rice et al. (1999); Cortassa

et al. (2003)

Negroni and

Lascano (2008)

MF, auxotonic/no species Three state (ODE)/two

state (ODE)

XB–RU, RU–RU, Predecessor: Negroni and Lascano (1996,

1999)

Rice et al. (2008b) MF and EM cell, auxotonic/rat

and rabbit

Three state (ODE)/four

state (ODE)

XB–RU, RU–RU/SL

dep.

Predecessor: Rice et al. (1999), Rice et al.

(2000)/successor: Campbell et al. (2008),

Rice et al. (2008b), Campbell et al. (2009),

Tran et al. (2010)

Niederer et al.

(2009), Niederer

and Smith (2009)

MF Two state (Wiener-cascade

model)/four states (ODE)

XB–RU, RU–RU/SL

dep.

Predecessor: Niederer et al. (2006)

(Continued)
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Table 1 | Continued

Model Scope/

species

XB states/Ca-based

activation states

Coop. mechs.

/SL dep.

Lineage: predecessor or influencing

models; successor or derived models

Tran et al.

(2010)

MF, auxotonic/rat, ATP, ADP,

Pi, and H

Three state (ODE)/four state

(ODE)

XB–RU, RU–RU Predecessor: Rice et al. (2008b)

Representative set of models shows progression of field. First column: model name or abbreviation and references. Second column: scope of model and species

if defined. Third column: number of XB-cycling states (and the computational method in parentheses) and number of Ca-based activation states (and computational

method in parentheses). Forth column: cooperative mechanisms and SL dependence if included in the model. Fifth columns: lineage of described model is shown by

listing the predecessors or successor models.Table is intended to be representative and not exhaustive. List of abbreviations: XB, crossbridge; MF, myofilaments; EM,

Electromechanical; ATP prod., ATP production; ODE, ordinary differential equations; PDE, partial differential equations; RU, regulatory unit; Coop. mechs., cooperative

mechanisms; SL dep., sarcomere length dependence.

although the sarcomere geometry is not explicitly represented. The
mechanism of XB–RU cooperativity can be defined in a general
way as

Fractpermissive ∝ kon[Ca](1 − TnCa) − koff(FractSXB)TnCa (2)

where TnCa is the fraction of troponin with Ca bound, kon is the
forward binding rate and koff (FractSXB) is the reverse binding rate
for Ca to troponin that is assumed to be a decreasing function of
FractSXB, the fraction of strongly bound XBs. Hence, XB attach-
ment increases the affinity of Tn for Ca. The general approach
is carried over to a large fraction of later models by numerous
groups. Note that RU–RU interactions are assumed to be medi-
ated by TnC binding Ca more strongly when a neighboring RU is in
the permissive state, and there is a phenomenological approach to
represent this effect. In general, this feature has been less conserved
as other groups represent RU–RU interaction in other ways. The
general MF modeling approach of Izakov et al. (1991) has been
continually refined and expanded. For example, the MF model
has been combined with the Noble’98 ventricular cell descrip-
tion (Noble et al., 1998) to produce the Ekaterinburg–Oxford EM
cell model (Markhasin et al., 2003). A similar EM model has been
used recently to investigate the role of myocardial viscoelasticity in
altered EM activity in Ca overloaded cardiomyocytes (Katsnelson
et al., 2011).

The LS model (Landesberg and Sideman, 1994a,b) was previ-
ously discussed with respect to the representation of XBs (Mod-
eling Crossbridge Cycling) and SL-dependent mechanisms (Mod-
eling Length Sensitivity). Specifically the XBs are modeled with
viscosity-like approach so that active force decreases in propor-
tion to shortening velocity. The LS model also assumes that the
thick and thin filament lengths are such that cardiac muscle is
always operating on the ascending limb of the length–force rela-
tionship. In other words, the longer SLs are assumed to increase the
number of recruitable XBs up to 2.3 μm, even though the tradi-
tional assumption is that the increases occur only to 2.0 μm. This
approach is carried over to models from other groups (e.g., Rice
et al., 2008b). The model also assumes that the primary coopera-
tive mechanism is the XB–RU cooperativity, in which the fraction
of XBs that is strongly bound is assumed to modulate the dissoci-
ation rate of Ca from TnC (as in Eq. 2). The model relies almost
exclusively on XB–RU cooperativity to generate steep force–Ca

relations. The model includes four states resulting from the cou-
pling of two states for RUs and two states for XBs. More recently,
the model was used to interpret experimental data suggesting that
force feedback on Ca affinity of Tn-C is responsible for the Frank–
Starling Law and that abrupt changes in SL can produce release
of Ca that could potentially be pro-arrhythmic (ter Keurs et al.,
2008).

The Hunter–McCulloch–ter Keurs (HMT; Hunter et al., 1998)
model is likely the first that was specifically designed to couple
to cell models and serve as the basis of tissue-level EM models.
Unlike two or three state XB representations elsewhere, the HMT
model used a fading memory XB model that involves a convolution
integral approach based on previous work in modeling skeletal
muscle (Ma and Zahalak, 1991; Hunter et al., 1998). The Ca-based
activation mechanisms are described in more mechanistic detail,
including XB–RU cooperativity that is essentially of the same form
as Eq. 2. This construction contrasts with many experimental (e.g.,
Janssen and Hunter, 1995; Janssen et al., 2002) and modeling (e.g.,
Rice et al., 1999) studies that suggest XB cycling is rate limiting in
relaxation. In other words, kinetic rates of Ca-based activation on
the thin filament are thought to be relatively higher than those of
XB cycling, and the overall rate of the ensemble system response is
dictated by the slower XB dynamics. The model scope is auxotonic
and includes active force with SL dependence and passive tissue
properties. One distinguishing feature of the model is the exten-
sive validation of parameters and simulated responses against a
wide range of experimental measures. The rat myofilament model
by Niederer et al. (2006) can be considered an updated version of
the HMT model by including more recent experimental measures
to refine parameters and validate model responses.

The Negroni-Lescano (NL) 1996 model has two XB states,
attached and detached. The force of the attached state is deter-
mined by a spring, the distortion of which depends on the relative
motions of the myosin and actin filaments. In essence, the mean
distortion of the whole population of XBs is represented by the dis-
tortion of a single spring. The model includes XB–RU feedback,
as Ca is assumed to bind with 40 times greater affinity when XBs
are attached. The model was coupled to the Kyoto single guinea
pig cell model. The model was later updated in 2008 (Negroni
and Lascano, 2008) to include RU–RU cooperativity and more XB
states. The model assumes that three connected RUs bind Ca and
become permissive as a unit, hence raising the apparent Hill coef-
ficient in the Ca sensitivity by a factor of 3. Another important
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change is the assumption of weakly and strongly bound XB states,
each with assumed spring and distortion to represent the mean
strains of the corresponding states. The additional XB states allow
for simulation of the F 1 and F 2 phases of force recovery after a
transient length change. The revised model is more comprehensive
than the previous version because it is able to represent a wider set
of steady-state and dynamic responses seen in experiments.

The Rice–Hunter–Winslow (RHW; Rice et al., 1999) series of
models are incrementally constructed with increasing complex-
ity to investigate how putative cooperative mechanisms could
contribute to SL-dependent responses. The models contain phe-
nomenological representations of XB–RU, RU–RU, and XB–XB
cooperative mechanisms. Steady-state force–Ca relations were
simulated and compared to experimental measurements. Salient
features to reproduce are the change in plateau force and a leftward
shift in Ca50 with increasing SL. Experimental characterizations
initially showed the Hill coefficient (and apparent cooperativ-
ity) to increase with SL, while later characterizations showed the
Hill coefficient to be mostly invariant of SL (similar to those in
Figure 2C). Dynamic force responses in the form of twitches were
compared with the experimental data as shown in the right panel
of Figure 2C.

One approach that differed from previous models is an explicit
Hill-like function to replicate the presumed effects of the RU–
RU interactions. Indeed, the spatial nature of RU–RU interactions
requires phenomenological representations because spatial inter-
actions cannot be mapped into ODE-based representations (Rice
and De Tombe, 2004). The formulation can be generalized as

Fractpermissive = 1

1 +
(

TnCa50
TnCa

)NH
(3)

where Fractpermissive is the fraction of permissive RUs, TnCa is the
fraction of troponin with Ca bound, TnCa50 is the half-activation
fraction for TnCa and N H is the Hill coefficient. The fraction of
troponin with Ca bound can be computed by assuming a simple
binding reaction as shown below:

TnCa = kon[Ca](1 − TnCa) − koffTnCa (4)

where kon is the forward binding rate and koff is the reverse binding
rate of Ca to Tn.

An important feature of the construction in Eqs. 3 and 4 is that
cooperativity is assumed to reside in the transition of RUs to the
permissive state and not in the binding of Ca to TnC directly. The
approach is phenomenological and speculative as the exact nature
of RU–RU interactions remains to be defined. However, several
modeling studies have pointed to the ability of RU–RU interac-
tions to reproduce the Hill-like force–Ca relations observed in
cardiac muscle (Dobrunz et al., 1995; Rice et al., 2003). In contrast,
models based only on XB–RU interaction produce distorted force–
Ca relations that deviate from the experimental counterparts (Rice
and De Tombe, 2004; Rice et al., 2008a). Note that myofilament
models often have Hill-like constructs similar to Eqs. 3 and 4 that
are speculative or have little direct justification. For example, the
NL 2008 model (Negroni and Lascano, 2008) assumes that three
RUs act as a coupled unit, effectively increasing the Hill coefficient

from 1 to 3 (mirroring the increase from 1 to 3 Ca-binding sites per
unit). However, such a construct seems very speculative because
experimental studies do not point to three RUs acting in concert.
However, the addition of this feature allows increased apparent
cooperativity over the earlier versions of the model that lacked the
construct (Negroni and Lascano, 1996, 1999). In summary, phe-
nomenological Hill-like cooperativity is often added to model the
increase in Ca sensitivity and to reproduce steep force–Ca relations
such as those shown in Figure 2C.

A model proposed by Schneider et al. (2006) includes features
not included in previous models, specifically TnI movement and
the effect of titin that is assumed to change lattice spacing as a
function of SL. The attachment of strong-binding XBs is assumed
to depend both on the state of TnI and lattice spacing. There is
assumed cooperativity in the TnI movement that is analogous to
the phenomenological representations of RU–RU interactions in
other models. Titin is assumed to control passive force in the axial
direction and lattice spacing in the radial direction. Decreased
lattice spacing increases the binding of myosin (termed “lattice
spacing-XB”). Interestingly, the model assumes a negative type
of cooperativity that is a speculative feature not found in other
models. Specifically, strain from strongly bound XBs is assumed
to interfere with Tm-to-Tm cooperative behavior. Hence the nega-
tive cooperativity is a mixture of RU–XB and XB–XB cooperativity
(referred to here as “Neg. RU–XB–XB”). The model is isometric
only but seeks to understand the mechanism of SL dependence that
underlies the Frank–Starling law. The model is designed to be cou-
pled with the Kyoto ventricular cell model (Matsuoka et al., 2004).

Most of the myofilament models described above share much
commonality in that approximations are made to reduce the
mathematical complexity and the computational costs. As argued
elsewhere, the Ca activation and XB binding are best represented as
spatial models that explicitly represent nearest-neighbor interac-
tions (Rice and De Tombe, 2004; Rice et al., 2008a), typically with
Monte Carlo approaches in the general case, although simplified
solutions are possible in more restricted cases (Rice et al., 2003;
Smith, 2003). As a compromise between computational efficiency
and spatial realism, a recently developed Markov model simulated
adjacent RUs on the thin filament (Campbell et al., 2010). Simu-
lations reproduce the observed cooperativity in both steady-state
and dynamic force–Ca relationships and are further validated by
comparisons with experimental results for inhibition of myosin
binding and the addition of NEM-S1 (a strong-binding, non-
force-producing myosin fragments). The model analysis suggests
that Tm–Tm coupling potentiates the activating effects of strongly
bound XBs and contributes to force–Ca dynamics in intact cardiac
muscle.

SINGLE-CELL ELECTROMECHANICAL MODELS
Extensive work has been done to model the myofilaments alone as
many important issues remain to be resolved at this level. However,
a central goal of much of the myofilaments modeling work is to
provide force and contraction components as the end effector of
the excitation–contraction coupling process in cardiac cells. Here
single-cell EM models are the combination of an EP cell repre-
sentation with a MF model. Virtually all the existing EM models
were developed with the EP and MF components along separate
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tracks (or in some case, a dominant emphasis on EP with a mostly
rudimentary MF representation). An EM model can, in principle,
be generated by coupling any EP and MF models together with
proper consideration of feedforward and feedback pathways in
the Ca handling. That is, TnC represents the largest Ca buffer in
the cell, and the affinity of the Ca-binding regulatory sites on TnC
is generally assumed to be a function of XB binding and/or gener-
ated force. The Ca transient is altered when the developed force is
changed (e.g. Rice et al., 2008b). Therefore, including myofilament
binding of Ca is not only crucial for modeling force generation
by the myocyte but is also important for realistic modeling of
cytosolic Ca transients and Ca cycling.

As a historical note, the first coupled EM model was developed
by Kaufmann et al. (1974), as detailed in a recent review (Niederer
et al., 2009). Interestingly, the model was implemented with an
analog computer. However, the model contained phenomenolog-
ical representation of tension development that is out of scope for
this review as it focuses on more mechanistic representations of
the myofilaments. Other early EM models include those by Wong
(1981) and Adler et al. (1985), that were based on the Wong model
of the myofilaments (Wong, 1971). The latter added Ca-based acti-
vation to the XB-cycling approach of Huxley and required solution
of PDEs. For the purposes here, we focus on models implemented
only in ODEs that are suitable to compose into organ-level models.

The Hilgeman–Noble (HN) model (Hilgemann and Noble,
1987) of the rabbit atrium incorporated one ODE to represent
Ca-based activation, and a second to represent XB binding. This
formulation was incorporated as an abstract description of force
generation, and some aspects of the model are known now to be
inconsistent with current experimental data. For example, in the
HN model, binding of Ca to both high and low affinity sites affects
activation, whereas only the low affinity sites are now known to be
regulatory in cardiac muscle. By assuming multiple regulatory Ca-
binding sites, the HN model exhibits an increased Ca sensitivity
and Hill coefficient similar to cardiac muscle. This basic formu-
lation was carried on to models later developed by Noble and
coworkers (Earm and Noble, 1990), including model extensions
for describing SL sensitivity (Noble et al., 1998). Later the Noble
ventricular cell reconstruction (Noble et al., 1998) was combined
with a MF model from the lineage of the Izakov et al. (1991) model
to produce the Ekaterinburg–Oxford EM model (Markhasin et al.,
2003). The MF component has considerably more mechanistic
detail than the earlier HN model, and the Ekaterinburg–Oxford
EM model can be used to investigate more complex phenom-
ena such as mechano-electric feedback on Ca transients and AP
duration (Solovyova et al., 2003).

The Rice et al. (2008b) model sought to update and expand
on the RHW model to have a wider scope (auxotonic versus
isometric) and to be validated against a wider set of experimen-
tal protocols. Importantly, active contraction and re-lengthening
can be simulated, and passive muscle properties are included
to simulate muscle strips and isolated myocytes, two common
experimental preparations. The model includes computation-
ally efficient but phenomenological representations of both RU–
RU cooperative interactions and a three-state model of XB
attachment and distortion similar to that of the CRC model.
While phenomenological approximations are employed, the

overall model structure attempts to map the underlying bio-
physics. Thus, parameter definitions are intuitive and easily mod-
ified, as compared to highly lumped or abstracted parameters in
fully phenomenological models. For example, Tran et al. (2010)
have recently modified the Rice et al. (2008b) model to include
binding and release of metabolites such as ATP, ADP, Pi, and H.

The rat myofilament model by Niederer et al. (2006), devel-
oped as an updated version of the HMT model, was coupled,
in a subsequent modeling work (Niederer and Smith, 2007), to
the myocyte EP model by Pandit et al. (2001). The combined
model has been used to investigate the putative mechanisms of
the slow force response (SFR), a secondary prolonged increase in
force beyond the immediate force response. In brief, the immedi-
ate force response (or Frank–Starling response) is widely agreed to
result from the SL-dependent increases in Ca sensitivity and force
found at the level of the myofilaments themselves (see Modeling
Length Sensitivity). In contrast, the SFR is assumed to involve one
or more stretch-dependent mechanisms at the cellular level. The
Niederer and Smith (2007) model considers the putative effects of
mechanisms including stretch-dependent nitric oxide production,
Na–H exchanger and stretch-activated channels (SACs). This EM
model has sufficient complexity to estimate the effect of different
putative mechanisms in the context of the complex and interactive
EM mechanisms of the cardiac cell.

The Rice–Jaffri–Winslow (RJW) model (Rice et al., 2000) inte-
grated the myofilament model of Rice et al. (1999) into the model
of the guinea pig action potential by Jafri et al. (1998). This model
reproduced experimentally measured properties of mechanical
restitution and post-extrasystolic potentiation. These phenom-
ena are examples of interval–force relations in which changing
the temporal spacing between action potentials can produce dra-
matic changes in developed force (Bers et al., 2003). An important
finding from this work was that altering the pacing protocol
affected the amplitude of the Ca transient and force generation
to a relatively small degree, while the cooperative properties of the
myofilaments produce a much larger relative change in developed
force. The model included a phenomenological representation of
cooperative interactions between neighboring RU units includ-
ing a SL-dependent shift in Ca50. However, the RJW model was
limited since only isometric force protocols could be simulated.

The RJW model has been refined and expanded to reproduce a
wider variety of experimental protocols in the Rice et al. (2008b)
MF model. Importantly, active contraction and re-lengthening
can be simulated, and passive muscle properties are included to
simulate muscle strips and isolated myocytes. To generate an EM
model, the MF component is combined with Chicago EP model
of the rabbit ventricular myocyte (Shannon et al., 2004). With the
combined EM model was compared to responses in single cells
and to Ca transients that change for isometric versus shortening
protocols. The model has been extended recently by Campbell
et al. (2008, 2009) to replicate canine epicardial, endocardial, and
mid-myocardial myofilament responses.

MULTISCALE CARDIAC ELECTROMECHANICAL MODELING
AT THE ORGAN LEVEL
The second part of this review focuses on multiscale modeling of
cardiac EM activity in the intact ventricles. In our desire to link
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the subcellular/cellular model developments with modeling at the
organ level, we will not be able to recognize, in this limited review,
the progress made at the tissue level (2D EM models developed
by several groups) that has paved the way for the presented below
achievements in modeling EM activity in the ventricles. Our hope
is that by describing the state-or-the-art in organ modeling, we
can also provide a review of the frontiers in cardiac EM modeling.

Various EM models of the ventricles have been developed,
which incorporate, as part of the organ model, many of the
representations of myofilament dynamics or cellular EM activity
described in the first part of this review. Since the ultimate goal of
any EM modeling at the organ level should be the increase in our
mechanistic understanding, this section focuses, after describing
the general organ-level EM modeling approach, on the applica-
tions of EM modeling of the ventricles in addressing specific basic
science or clinical questions. In doing so, we underscore the par-
ticular myofilament and cellular EM models used, thus providing
a link between the EM modeling efforts at the cellular and organ
levels.

Finally, validating the model of cardiac EM with experimental
data is a pivotal component in model development. It constrains
the model parameter space and enhances the model’s physiologi-
cal relevance. The scope and extent of this review do not allow us
to devote space here to this important issue; instead we point our
readers to a recent paper (Trayanova et al., 2011a) that reviews EM
ventricular model validation.

GENERAL APPROACH
A schematic of the general approach to modeling the multiscale
cardiac EM function is shown in Figure 3A. It consists of two

coupled parts, which simulate the electrical and the mechanical
functions of the heart, respectively. The electrical component of
the model in Figure 3 simulates the propagation of a wave of
transmembrane potential by solving the monodomain reaction–
diffusion PDE (or a system of coupled PDEs if the extracellular
current flow is explicitly accounted for, i.e., the bidomain prob-
lem) over the volume of the heart (Plank et al., 2008). The
reaction–diffusion PDE describes current flow through myocytes
that are electrically connected via low-resistance gap junctions.
Cardiac tissue has orthotropic passive electrical conductivities
that arise from the cellular organization of the heart into fibers
and laminar sheets (LeGrice et al., 1995). Global conductivity
values are obtained by combining fiber and sheet organization
with myocyte-specific local conductivity values. Current flow
in the tissue is driven by active processes of ionic exchanges
across myocyte membranes. These processes are represented by
the cellular ionic (i.e. EP) model (Figure 3A), where current
flow through ion channels, pumps and exchangers as well as
subcellular Ca cycling are governed by a set of ODE and alge-
braic equations; ionic models of different complexity are cur-
rently in use (for review, see Noble and Rudy, 2001). Simulta-
neous solution of the PDE(s) with the set of ionic model equa-
tions represents simulation of electrical wave propagation in the
heart.

The intracellular Ca released during electrical activation cou-
ples the electrical and mechanical components of the model
(Figure 3A). The increase in intracellular Ca concentration serves
as an input to the myofilament model, representing the generation
of active tension within each myocyte, as described in the first half
of this review. Contraction of the ventricles arises from the active

FIGURE 3 | Whole-heart modeling. (A) Schematic of the general approach to modeling cardiac EM function. (B) Geometrical models of the heart. (C)

Computational meshes of the canine heart for the electrical and mechanical problems. (D) Fiber and sheet orientations obtained from DTMR imaging of the
canine heart. Modified with permission from Trayanova (2011).
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tension generated by the myocytes. Deformation of the organ is
described by the equations of continuum mechanics (Kerckhoffs
et al., 2006), with the myocardium being an orthotropic, hyper-
elastic, and nearly incompressible material with passive properties
defined by an exponential strain energy function. Simultaneous
solution of the myofilament model equations with those repre-
senting passive cardiac mechanics over the volume of the heart
(Figure 3A) constitutes simulation of cardiac contraction. Finally,
to simulate the cardiac cycle and the corresponding pressure-
volume loop, conditions on chamber volume and pressure are
imposed by a lumped-parameter models (Figure 3A) of the sys-
temic and pulmonic circulatory systems (Kerckhoffs et al., 2007;
Gurev et al., 2011). Note that currently fully coupled EM modeling
is still the exception rather than the rule in the cardiac modeling
community.

Solutions to organ-level EM problems entail the use of whole-
heart geometries, which could be idealized (such as cylindrical
and elliptical shapes; Arts et al., 1979; Bovendeerd et al., 1992)
or anatomically accurate, the latter either representing averaged
geometries obtained from histological sectioning (Legrice et al.,
1997; Vetter and McCulloch, 1998; Stevens et al., 2003) or individ-
ual hearts’ geometry and structure (Vadakkumpadan et al., 2009;
Bishop et al., 2010; Gurev et al., 2011), as obtained from MR images
(Helm et al., 2005a,b). Figure 3B presents some of the whole-
heart geometries used in EM modeling. The UCSD geometry
(Vetter and McCulloch, 1998) is an example of averaged geometry
obtained from histological sectioning, while the other two exem-
plify image-based individual geometries (Vadakkumpadan et al.,
2009).

Solutions to electrophysiological or EM whole-heart models
typically involve the use of the finite element method. The gov-
erning equations are thus solved on a spatially discretized version
of the heart volume, i.e., on the computational mesh. The electri-
cal and mechanics parts of the model have different requirements
regarding the degree of discretization (i.e., element size) as well
as the element type, thus the two parts of the model require two
different computational meshes. The electrical mesh requirements
are based on spatiotemporal characteristics of wave propagation;
a spatial resolution of about 250–300 μm is appropriate for elec-
trophysiological finite element models (Plank et al., 2008). A
novel approach was recently published (Prassl et al., 2009) for
electrical mesh generation directly from segmented MRI images
(Figure 3C). The mechanical mesh, on the other hand, typically
consists of hexahedral elements with Hermite basis. This choice
of finite elements increases the degree of strain continuity and is
appropriate for maintaining incompressibility constraints (Onate
et al., 2004). The mechanical mesh of the heart (Figure 3C) can
also be generated directly from segmented MR images (Gurev et al.,
2011).

Fiber and laminar sheet organization underlie the orthotropic
electrical conductivities of the tissue and its mechanical properties.
In the electrical mesh, local fiber and sheet directions are typi-
cally mapped at the centroids of the finite elements, while in the
mechanics mesh, fiber and sheet orientations and their derivatives
are defined at mesh nodes and then interpolated over the elements.
This is typically done based on histological sectioning information
(Legrice et al., 1997; Vetter and McCulloch, 1998; Stevens et al.,

2003) or on diffusion tensor (DT) MR data (Vadakkumpadan et al.,
2009; Gurev et al., 2011). Note that the primary, secondary, and
tertiary eigenvectors of the water diffusion tensors are aligned with
the fiber direction, with the direction transverse to the fiber direc-
tion and in the plane of the laminar sheet, and with that normal
to the laminar sheet, respectively (Helm et al., 2005a). Figure 3D
presents fiber and sheet orientation, as reconstructed from DTMR
images in the canine heart. In cases where neither histological nor
DTMR imaging information is available, rule-based approaches
have been used (Bishop et al., 2010; Niederer et al., 2011) to assign
fiber and sheet orientation consistent with measurements.

Simulations of heart EM function are typically executed on
parallel high performance computing hardware. The electrical
problem is significantly more computationally demanding than
the mechanical one. Reviews of the numerical approaches can be
found in (Plank et al., 2008; Gurev et al., 2011; Trayanova, 2011);
these articles also address the challenges in developing multiscale
models at the organ level.

MULTISCALE MODELING THE EM INTERACTIONS IN THE NORMAL
HEART
The mechanical effect of altered cardiac activation sequence has
been the subject of intense discussion since asynchronous elec-
trical activation can cause abnormalities in perfusion and pump
function. Whole-heart simulation studies have been instrumental
in uncovering the relationship between the spatiotemporal pattern
of electrical activation in the ventricles and the local sequence of
mechanical strain. The study by Usyk and McCulloch (2003) was
the first attempt to examine, by using a canine heart EM model,
the delay between the onset of electrical activation and the onset of
fiber shortening (EM delay, EMD) in sinus rhythm and LV pacing,
assuming homogeneous excitation–contraction latency through-
out the ventricles. This study (presenting the first whole-heart EM
model) employed an early biophysically simplified model of mem-
brane ionic activity and the HMT myofilament model (Hunter
et al., 1998); as mentioned in the first part of this article, the HMT
model was the first myofilament model designed to serve as a basis
for tissue-level EM studies. The study found EMD to vary exten-
sively throughout the ventricles, with both positive and negative
values, indicating the possibility of fiber shortening before elec-
trical depolarization. Following this first effort, EM models have
been adjusted and enriched with experimental data. A recent study
by Gurev et al. (2010) conducted a thorough analysis of the 3D
distribution of EMD in the rabbit ventricles and its dependence
on the loading conditions. To isolate the effect of the pattern of
electrical activation on EMD, simulations were executed for sinus
rhythm and for LV epicardial pacing; this ventricular model incor-
porated the single-cell EM model by Rice et al. (2008b). The results
revealed that under both activation scenarios, EMD distribution is
non-uniform. Consistent with experimental results (Prinzen et al.,
1992; Ashikaga et al., 2007), in sinus rhythm EMD is longer at the
epicardium than at the endocardium, and is greater near the base
than at the apex. Following epicardial pacing, EMD distribution
is markedly different; it also changes with the pacing rate. Analy-
sis of the mechanisms revealed that for both electrical activation
sequences, late-depolarized regions were characterized with sig-
nificant myofiber prestretch caused by the contraction of the early
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depolarized regions (Figure 4). This prestretch delays myofiber-
shortening onset, and results in a longer EMD. This study revealed
that the loading conditions of the ventricles play an important role
in the relationship between electrical and mechanical activation.

The heart achieves an efficient coordinated contraction via a
complex network of feedback mechanisms. Organ-level EM mod-
eling by Niederer and Smith (2009) explored how cellular-level
behaviors affect work transduction, stress and strain homogeneity
at the whole ventricle level and the feedback loops that regulate
normal contraction in an EM model of the rat LV. The myofilament
model by Niederer et al. (2006) and the corresponding cellular EM
model (Niederer and Smith, 2007), both reviewed in the first part
of this article, were employed in the study. The simulation research
demonstrated that the length-dependent changes in Ca sensitiv-
ity and the filament overlap, which are believed to constitute the
Frank–Starling law, were the two dominant regulators of the effi-
cient transduction of work. The absence of either mechanism
not only altered the spatial distribution of stress and strain, but
also determined the transmural variation in work. These results
showed that feedback from muscle length to tension generation
at the cellular level is an important control mechanism of the
pumping efficiency of the heart.

VENTRICULAR MECHANO-ELECTRIC COUPLING AND ARRHYTHMIAS
The mechanical environment of the heart is known to affect
cardiac electrophysiology in both health and disease. Abnormal

deformations of cardiac tissue result in strain-dependent mod-
ulation of electrical wave propagation in the heart. The mech-
anisms through which this modulation can occur include the
effect of stretch on intracellular Ca handling, the mechano-
sensitivity of non-myocyte cell types such as fibroblasts, and
most prominently, sarcolemmal channels that are activated by
mechanical stimuli (Kohl et al., 2005). Of the latter, SACs
have long been suspected as important contributors to the pro-
arrhythmic substrate in the heart since current through SACs
can lead to a pro-arrhythmic dispersion in electrophysiologi-
cal properties. SACs have been shown to shorten or lengthen
the action potential duration of a single myocyte or produce
ectopic beats depending on the timing of the mechanical stim-
ulus application relative to the phase of the action potential
(Zabel et al., 1996; Kohl et al., 1999). Ventricular EM mod-
els have thus emerged as a valuable tool in the inquiry into
the role of mechano-electric coupling in arrhythmogenesis (Li
et al., 2004, 2006). Important EM modeling contributions, briefly
reviewed below, include the new insights that (1) mechano-electric
feedback is a mechanism responsible for the destabilization of
reentrant waves and the transition from ventricular tachycardia
(VT) to ventricular fibrillation (VF) and (2) in acute ischemia,
mechanically induced depolarizations and their spatial distrib-
ution within the ischemic region are the mechanism by which
mechanical activity contributes to the origin of spontaneous
arrhythmias.

FIGURE 4 | Mechanisms underlying the EM delay (EMD) in the rabbit

heart for sinus rhythm and epicardial pacing. (A) Transmural maps of strain
in the fiber direction during systole. Arrows indicate early shortening and

prestretching during the isovolumic phase. (B) Epicardial fiber strain at four
epicardial locations. IVC: isovolumic contraction; EJ: ejection. Modified with
permission from Gurev et al. (2010).
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A simplified 2D electromechanical modeling study (Panfilov
et al., 2007) was the first to demonstrate that SAC recruitment
could induce spiral wave breakup. A follow-up study from the
same group (Keldermann et al., 2010) used an EM model of the
human LV to further investigate the effect of mechano-electric
coupling via SAC on reentrant wave stability. In the organ-level
model, cellular electromechanical activity was represented by the
combination of the human ionic model developed by Panfilov’s
group and the Niederer et al. (2006) myofilament model. The sim-
ulation results revealed that mechano-electric coupling results in
the deterioration of stable reentrant waves into turbulent patterns
characteristic of VF. While the initial scroll-wave was found to
remain intact, other filaments existed for a short period only. Fil-
ament breakup was due to SAC recruitment in regions of high
fiber stretch (away from the spiral core), resulting in voltage-
dependent inactivation of sodium channels there, a mechanism
for breakup that is different from other known mechanisms for
wavebreak such as restitution (Garfinkel et al., 2000). Further
simulation studies (Hu et al., 2009) dissected the role of SAC acti-
vation in the transition from VT to VF, using a rabbit heart model
that incorporated the Rice et al. (2008b) myofilament/single-
cell EM model. The analysis demonstrates that occurrence of
heterogeneity in strain could give rise to a dispersion of electro-
physiological properties, such as elevated resting potential, which
may or may not lead to spiral wave breakup depending on the
circumstances.

The role of SAC in the spontaneous induction of arrhyth-
mias in the diseased heart was the subject of the study by Jie
et al. (2010) which examined the role of EM dysfunction in
arrhythmogenesis during acute regional ischemia, both in the
induction of ventricular premature beats (VPBs), and in their
subsequent degeneration into ventricular arrhythmia; the myofil-
ament model by Rice et al. (2008b) was implemented in this
organ-level model. The rabbit ventricles had a central ischemic
zone (CIZ) and a border zone (BZ) and represented the elec-
trophysiological and mechanical milieu in the heart at several
stages post-occlusion. The study found that large myofiber strain
developed in the ischemic region during contraction. In both
BZ and CIZ, cell membranes underwent mechanically induced

subthreshold depolarizations, or delayed after-depolarization
(DAD)–like, whereas such depolarizations were absent in NZ.
These DAD–like events resulted in mechanically induced VPBs
originating from the ischemic border (particularly in the LV endo-
cardium where fiber strain and strain rate were the largest), but not
from CIZ,since in the latter ischemic injury suppressed excitability.
VPBs then traveled intramurally until emerging from the ischemic
border on the epicardium, initiating reentry.

ABNORMAL MECHANICAL DEFORMATION AND ITS ROLE IN
VULNERABILITY TO ELECTRIC SHOCKS AND DEFIBRILLATION
Clinical studies have demonstrated that patients with dilated, vol-
ume or pressure overloaded hearts have elevated defibrillation
thresholds (DFT). Whole-heart EM modeling was successfully
used to unravel the mechanisms by which mechanical deforma-
tion may lead to increased vulnerability to electric shocks and
elevated DFT. Modeling studies (Trayanova et al., 2011b) hypothe-
sized that since ventricular geometry and fiber structure determine
the large-scale distribution and magnitude of the virtual electrode
polarization (VEP) induced by a strong shock (Rodríguez and
Trayanova, 2003; Rodriguez et al., 2005), ventricular dilation may
affect VEP through changes in ventricular geometry, leading to
changes in DFT. Ventricular geometry and fiber orientation in the
normal and dilated rabbit ventricles are shown in Figure 5A; the
myofilament model was again the one by Rice et al. (2008b). With
an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) electrode config-
uration (Figure 5B), DFT in the dilated ventricles was found
to be 38 ± 20% higher than that in the normal ventricles. The
change in the electric field within the dilated ventricles, as com-
pared to the normal ventricles, played a major role in decreased
defibrillation efficacy. The electrical field magnitude in the normal
and dilated cases is shown in Figure 5C. The regions character-
ized with a weak electrical field are located at the left ventricular
apex and the anterolateral left ventricular wall in both the normal
and the dilated ventricles; these regions have weaker field magni-
tudes in the dilated ventricles. These are also the locations where
post-shock phase singularities formed after a near-DFT failed
shock. Due to the dilation, the LV wall moved away from the elec-
trodes, decreasing the electric field there, which in turn lowered the

FIGURE 5 | Defibrillation of the normal and dilated heart. (A) Short axis
view of ventricular geometry and fiber helix angle. (B) The ventricles with
ICD-like electrode configuration in anterior (left) and basal (right) views. RV

catheter (red) is in the RV cavity and the active can (blue) is in the bath near
the posterior LV wall. (C) Distribution of electrical field magnitude in the
normal and dilated ventricles.
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magnitude of VEP in the LV and allowed the fibrillatory reentrant
circuits to survive there.

MULTISCALE EM MODELS OF CARDIAC RESYNCHRONIZATION
THERAPY IN THE FAILING HEART
Heart failure patients often exhibit dyssynchrony in contraction,
which diminishes the systolic function of the heart. CRT, the treat-
ment modality that employs bi-ventricular pacing to re-coordinate
the contraction of the heart, is a valuable therapeutic option
for such patients. CRT has been shown to improve heart failure
symptoms and reduce hospitalization, yet approximately 35% of
patients fail to respond to the therapy (Abraham et al., 2002).
The poor predictive capability of current approaches to iden-
tify potential responders to CRT reflects the incomplete under-
standing of the complex pathophysiological and EM factors that
underlie mechanical dyssynchrony in failing hearts. Simulations
of whole-heart EM behavior have begun to provide comprehen-
sive analysis of the physiological responses that regulate CRT, as
briefly described below. The study by Kerckhoffs et al. (2010)
assessed the sensitivity, to cardiac dysfunction, of various indices
of mechanical dyssynchrony typically used to quantify contrac-
tile dysfunction in patients, such as circumferential uniformity
ratio estimate (CURE), internal stretch fraction (ISF), and the
percentile range of time to peak shortening (WTpeak). CURE and
ISF are indices that measure distribution of strain magnitudes,
whereas WTpeak measures distribution of strain timing. For its
myofilament component, this organ-level EM model used the Hill-
based model developed by the Arts group (Lumens et al., 2009).

This myofilament force model is empirical rather than mechanis-
tic, and hence is not included in the first section of this review.
While all examined indices were found sensitive to the activation
sequence, only CURE and ISF were sensitive to the combination
of dilation and left bundle branch block, a condition typically
present in patients receiving CRT. Thus, CURE and ISF, which
measure systolic strain non-uniformity, are better predictors of
mechanical dyssynchrony because systolic strain non-uniformity,
as this modeling study demonstrated, is the dominant determi-
nant of variability in regional work. The results obtained in the
study have also important implications for the emerging field of
patient-specific modeling, and in particular, for patient-specific
optimization of the LV pacing location for CRT. With geometry
and electrical activation sequence, which can be established by a
clinical evaluation, being the major determinants of regional car-
diac function, and the hard-to-measure material properties play-
ing a minor role, patient-specific simulations could be performed
to suggest optimal CRT tailored to the individual.

A recent study (Niederer et al., 2011) used an EM model con-
structed from in vivo MRI data to conduct a sensitivity study
of the efficacy of CRT to various cellular and organ EM para-
meters in the heart. A modified version of the empirical active
tension model by Kerckhoffs et al. (2003) was used. The study
determined that the length dependence of tension is a fundamen-
tal mechanism underpinning CRT efficacy (Figure 6H). Indeed,
Figures 6B–K presents the development of active tension and
its change in the septum (early activated region 1, Figure 6A)
and the LV free wall (late activated regions 2 and 3, Figure 6A)

FIGURE 6 | Active tension, rate of tension development, and regional

stretch in the presence of baseline, amplified, and attenuated

length-dependent tension regulation for the three regions shown in (A),

(1) septum (red), (2) posterior lateral wall (yellow), and (3) anterior lateral

wall (blue). Line colors correspond to these regions. Dashed and solid lines

correspond to paced and sinus rhythm activations. (B–D): active tension;
(E–G): rate of change of active tension; (I–K): fiber stretch. (H) Percentage
change in dP /dtmax between sinus rhythm and LV pacing for the cases of
−50, 100, and +50% length-dependent tension regulation. Reprinted with
permission from Niederer et al. (2011).
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with the length-dependent tension at 50, 100, and 150%, as well
as the fiber stretch in these regions. The results demonstrate
decreasing synchrony in strain and tension developments with
decreasing length-dependent tension regulation. Further simu-
lation results found that length-dependent tension development
is key not only for the beat-to-beat regulation of stroke volume
but also for the homogenization of tension development and
strain. The model thus predicted that a patient with dyssynchro-
nous electrical activation but effective length-dependent tension
regulation at the cellular level is less likely to respond to CRT treat-
ment than a patient with attenuated or no length dependence of
tension.

FUTURE CHALLENGES IN EM MODELING
Recent developments in cardiac simulation have rendered the
heart the most highly integrated example of a virtual organ. These
developments are firmly anchored in the long history of cardiac
cell modeling and are rooted in the iterative interaction between
modeling and experimentation. Since the 1990s there has been
an explosion of modeling work on the heart, both at the cellu-
lar/subcellular and the organ levels. Multiple models of cellular
electrophysiology and mechanics have been developed, the lat-
ter reviewed in the first part of this article, and some of them
have been incorporated in organ-level EM models, as described in
the second part of this review. Different organ-level models have
chosen to use different ionic and myofilament models depending
on the specific application; this choice has been largely dictated
by the demand for compromise between model complexity and
computational tractability.

These developments signal that in the near future cardiac EM
modeling will increasingly become an important vehicle in the
integration of knowledge of cardiac function in health and disease
across the physical scales of biological complexity, from molecule
to cell, tissue, the whole heart, and ultimately the patient. The
goal will be to provide a quantitative understanding of the mecha-
nisms of cardiac rhythm and pump dysfunctions, with the heart as
a global dynamic system. This will involve bridging the spatial and
temporal scales, from nanometer to meter, and from nanoseconds
to minutes or hours. Furthermore, to address the contribution of
various factors to the origin of cardiac dysfunction, simulations
will increasingly become multiphysics. For instance, in examining
the mechanisms for arrhythmogenesis in cardiac disease, factors
stemming from soft tissue mechanics and fluid dynamics will need
to be accounted for.

The role of cardiac EM modeling as a framework that uni-
fies diverse cardiac EM insight will render such models a powerful
testbed for new cardiac disease therapies and a vehicle for the devel-
opment of new diagnostic modalities. Multiscale, multiphysics
models that incorporate EM and structural remodeling in cardiac
disease will serve as the first line of screening of new therapies and
approaches, including pharmacological interventions, as well as
new approaches to patient screening and diagnosis, thus expected
to revolutionize twenty-first century cardiac research and the field
of cardiology.
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